
Aim: The Connecting to the Ocean - Cliffs of Moher Painting and Colour project aims to inspire 
children to learn about using a colour palette with the changing light in the natural environment.  The 
activity uses painting, colour and collage to learn how we are inextricably interconnected to the   ocean 
and the seashore.

Discussion: The ocean and humans are inextricably interconnected.  

What does inextricably mean?

What does interconnected mean?

How are we forever connected to the ocean?

Did you know that the ocean provides us with over 50% of the oxygen we breathe; it influences 
our weather; it provides us with fresh water through the water cycle; it provides us with food; and 
is an energy source.  

We also are connected to the ocean as a place to go to for fun, recreation and 
wellbeing.  This maybe by visiting the seashore, a trip out to sea, or spending time at a
beautiful natural landscape near the ocean.

The Cliffs of Moher is a very good example of an awe inspiring ocean and landscape. 

Through visual arts we can explore how the ocean  is a source of inspiration, recreation, 
rejuvenation and discovery.   

The Cliffs of Moher, stand at 214 metres tall on the west coast of Ireland 
looking out to the Atlantic ocean.    

It is one of the most highly visited tourist attractions in Ireland, where it now attracts over 

1,500,000 people annually.

At the Cliffs of Moher, the sea spray fills the air, while the waves powerfully crash against the 
stubborn cliff face. The visitors arrive from every corner of the globe to discover, be inspired, feel 
the strong Atlantic breezes, and take many photos!   

www.explorers.ie 

Connecting to the Ocean  
 Cliffs of Moher Paint, colour & collage 
project 

Lesson and activity prepared by Carmel Madigan, Explorers Outreach Officer & Artist, Loophead  
Summer Hedge School and Cushla Dromgool-Regan, Camden Education Trust
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The colours at the Cliffs of Moher look different 

each and every day!

Now studying the photos, create a palette of colours below that represent the Cliffs of Moher. 

Reflecting on the colours of the  Cliffs of Moher  

When every you go to the Cliffs of Moher, the colours change from when it is dawn and 

dusk, from sundown and sunup.  The storms, wind and rain, as well as the blue, grey, 

orange yellow, pink, white and dark night skies all provide an assortment of colours 

throughout the day.  The luminous light dazzling across the ocean surface; or a 

reflection of a brightly lit sky all provide a true inspiration and a magnificent palette of 

colours for any budding artist! 

Photographs of the Cliffs of Moher, 
 courtesy of Tomasz Szumski 

See if you can find a
selection of photos on

line of the Cliffs of 

Moher that catch the 
different light

throughout the day, in 
the evening, or during 
a storm. 



Torn art paper
or cardboard

Paint Brush

Sponges or J-cloth

Art Paper

Sissors

Masking Tape

TTorn Tinfoil pieces from Roll

Green wools 
(optional)

Blue, Yellow, 
White and Black 
paint. (Iridescent 
ink optional) 

Surface Protection/Covering

+PVA Glue
+Palette
+Water tub

Art Materials
Creating a colláge of the Cliffs of Moher



‘Evening Visitors - Cliffs of Moher’  (inspired by memories not image!)

Prepared by Carmel Madigan, Ar�st & Explorers Educa�on Outreach officer



4. Dampen surface of main area of sheet with damp
sponge and then apply some blue paint from tube.
Brush as in (3) above. Make sure there is some
excess blue paint on surface ..to hold �nfoil.

5. Tear small pieces of �nfoil from roll and immediately
place over the blue paint (but only in selected area
as shown) shiny side up. Push into the paint with
brush. The �nfoil is to represent the shiny reflec�ve
surface on the water from the beaming evening sun.

6. On the right hand side of the image, generously
spread PVA glue over the surface - so that you can
a�ach the rocks!

7. Make a small pale�e of colours using black, white
yellow and blue colours (small amount of each)

8. Paint each torn piece of art paper/cardboard, from a
mix of these colours using the same brush, so that
you get varia�on in colour and shading with each
piece painted.

9. A�ach each painted piece as you go, building up a
rock/cliff surface. Leave space at top, (see image)
for grass. Make a sea stack from the same process.

10.Cut some green wool (or use a mix of blue and 
     yellow paint), to make the green land on top of the
     cliffs. Place over the PVA. Then add a tower using
     torn and painted art paper.
11. Using a sponge and white paint, make some

splashes at base of cliffs.
12. Add some visitors in black and keep them in from the
      verge! All done!!

13. Add a sailing boat or two close to the horizon and
consider what the right size this vessel should be
considering how far away it is.

Hope you enjoyed this project!
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Step by Step - 13 steps
1. Assemble all materials as shown in image of the art materials.
2. Using the masking tape, tape a straight line close to the top of the art sheet.
3. Apply a small amount of yellow paint directly onto the paper surface and paint with brush using le� to

right brush strokes. Do plenty brushing for best results. Wash brush. Remove masking tape.

Prepared bu Carmel Madigan, Ar�st & Explorers Educa�on Outreach officer



What part of your artwork did you most enjoy

crea�ng?

What colour pale�e would you use for a

stormy day on the Cliffs of Moher?

What is your favourite pale�e based on these

images?

The Cliffs of Moher ....many colours

Reflection and Further Activities



The ocean’s influence on our Wellbeing - The Seashore 

The seashore is considered to be the number #1 tourist des�na�on in 
Ireland. Imagine that!  Draw your happy seashore holiday here.

When you are at the seashore, what makes you happy?
A) Sand      B) Water ac�vi�es      C) Playing games    D) Fresh air   E) Exploring rock pools    F) Other: ____________________________________________
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